
Valued Customer,

Here are some text instructions we have prepared to assist you in assembly.  Please do not 
hesitate to call if we can be of further assistance.

Your Team at Bird Cages 4 Less!
1-888-CAGE-4-LESS (224-3453)

Lava Line Small Cage Assembly Instructions (Hana, Hilo, etc.):

Hardware (may be some extra):

- Front (with main door), rear, and two side panel (with feeders)
- Two arched dome pieces (one piece for playtop)
- 12 bolts and nuts for attaching legs to base
- 4 legs
- 4 casters and nuts
- 2 feeder brackets and attached hardware 
- 2 stainless steel bowls 
- 1 shelf (4 posts for attaching to legs)
- 1 shelf (8 posts - tray slides on this)
- 1 tray
- 1 grate (no posts)
- 1 perch (plus 1 shorter for for playtop style)

1 - Base Assembly:
Attach the legs to the bottom of the base using bolts and nuts (the casters may already be 
attached to the legs, if not attach using hardware on casters). The lip of the base should be 
opposite to where the legs attach (the lip helps secure the cage to the base once set in). 
Attach 4 post shelf (posts down) to legs.

2 - Cage Assembly:
Connect the opposing panels (there are two pairs of panels connected already) by simply 
hooking to corresponding panel (set on flat surface to be sure all panels are aligned correctly). 
Once hooked together, crimp hooked end tight (use a pliers over a cloth to prevent scratching).

3 - Top Section: 
Dome Top - Hook the bottom of one top piece to the top of one side panel (use the top piece 
end without the tab - hook to tab on side panel). Hook one end of the other dome piece to the 
top of the dome piece just attached to the side panel (again, use one end will have a tab and 
the other will not). Finally, hook the remaining end of the last dome piece to the top of the 
other side panel. NOTE - The tabs on the top pieces that meet the front and  rear panels should 
be on the inside of those panels. Once all the top pieces are in place, you may bend the tabs 
slightly for a tighter fit. The playtop is one piece and attaches the same way as the dome pieces 
(mentioned above).

4 - Feeder Assembly:
Attach the feeder to the swing out feeder door using the provided hardware. The ring goes 
inside the feeder door and the bracket goes on the outside. The bolt and nut can be reversed 
depending on your preference (nut on inside, etc.).

5 - Pan/Shelf/Grate Assembly:
Once the cage and stand is assembly, place the cage on the base (inside the lip). Take the shelf 
with the 8 posts (four posts on two ends). The posts should be facing down and towards the 
front and the rear of the cage. Place the shelf in the opening below the door where the pan will 
go. Rest the posts on the front and rear horizontal bars. Once the shelf is in place - tray slides on 
this shelf. The flat grate (no posts) slides in on tabs on the bottom of the side panels above the 
tray.

6 - Install perch(s).

Enjoy your cage!
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